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The purpose of this investigation is to appraise the
utilization of committees in a naval industrial establish-
ment with the objective of arriving at conclusions which
would apply specifically to the activity investigated and
in general to all naval industrial activities. The activi-
ty investigated was the Naval Ordanance Plant Indianapolis.
It was not intended to justify any of the committees in use
at this activity or to propose any additional ones. A cri-
teria for use in the investigation was developed from the
literature outlining the advantages, disadvantages, and
limitations of committees, as well as the responsibilities
of the executive to whom the committee reports and the res-
ponsibilities of the chairman and members. It was stressed
in the criteria that committees should function as a supple-
ment to some individual in the organization.
The information pertaining to the committees at the
Naval Ordnance Plant Indianapolis was obtained by inter-
viewing management personnel and those individuals serving
on the various committees. From the interviews it was en-
deavored to determine, for each committee, information re-
lating to purpose, duties, membership, preparation of min-
utes, frequency of meetings, executive to whom the committee
reports, staff assistance, follow up, and accomplistiinent of
purpose. The committees investigated were the Counsel and

Policy Committee, the Operations Committee, committees for
employee services, the awards Committee, various technical
committees, training committees, safety committees, and per-
formance appraisal committees. It was concluded that par-
ticiilar committees were necessary in all naval industrial
activities due to certain broad policies relating to per-
formance appraisal and employee services. Other committees
were applicable to most naval industrial activites and could
be used as desired, in lieu of other means. Weaknesses in
the utilization of individual committees were related to
meetings too infrequent to justify standing committees, com-
mittees assigned work to perform, lack of staff assistance,
lack of clear definition as to whom the committee is respon-
sible, and committees requiring a redefinition of duties.
It was also concluded that safety committees were not a re-
quirement of a good safety organization. In addition it was
felt that a systematic procedure should be used for setting
up a committee in order to insure the best organization for
committee performance.
Recommendations were confined to specific corrections
of the weaknesses noted. In regard to conclusion 9. pertain-
ing to the use of a systematic procedure for setting up a
committee, a question list was prepared and included in the
final recommendation. This question list en titled, "A Ques-
tion List of Considerations for Committee Organization",




The Navy maintains certain industrial establishments
which are necessary to perform specialized missions for the
Material Bureaus, such as the Bureau of Ordnance, Bureau of
Aeronautics and others. Such Naval activities are under the
management control of the cognizant Bureau and the mission
assigned by that Bureau will play a major part in influencing
the type of organization existing in each situation. For
example, the Bureau of Aeronautics requires facilities on a
number of Naval Air Stations for the overhaul and repair of
aircraft and aircraft components, whereas, the Bureau of
Ships requires shipyards for performing the same functions
on ships. The Naval Ordnance Plant Indianapolis, abbrevi-
ated NOPI, is an example of an industrial activity under the
management control of the Bureau of Ordnance. The mission of
this plant is primarily concerned with the design and evalua-
tion of aircraft fire control equipment.
Although the missions of all these activities differ and
therefore differences exist in their organization, the fol-
lowing features, which influence organization, are common
throughout:
1. A mixed management, which is composed of civilian
personnel and specially trained Naval personnel.
2. The civilian personnel represent a permanent force in

the activity, whereas the naval personnel are rotated
periodically.
3. The civilian personnel, at all levels, are composed
of Federal Civil Service employees.
4« The instructions for handling the civilian personnel
are uniform and are known as Navy Civilian Personnel Instruc -
tions . commonly referred to as NCPI. The purpose of these
instructions is set forth as follows:
Navy Civilian Personnel Instructions are intended to pro-
vide all officers, supervisors, and employees concerned with
over-all instructions governing operations under the gen-
eral cognizance of the Office of Industrial Relations,
ASTSECNAVAIR. These instructions are promulgated to
achieve the following objectives:
a. To assure conformity insofar as practicable through-
out the Naval Establishment and the application and
interpretation of laws, executive orders, comtroller gen-
eral decisions, and Navy Department policies and pro-
cedures relating to civilian personnel administration.
b. To provide between two covers in simple codified form,
in serial order, over-all instructions, policies and
procedures required to be followed in the administration
of programs under the general cognizance of the Office
of Industrial Relations.
c. To assure like treatment, rights and obligations, with
respect to all civilian employees in the Naval Establish-
ment. NCPIs conform to the guiding principles for the
conduct of hximan relations in dealing with civilian
personnel for the entire Department of Defense, as set
forth in NCPI 1.6-Encl. 2.^
Because of these identical organizational features, all
of the Naval industrial establishments have many areas where
certain functions must be performed in a similar manner.
Office of Industrial Relations, Department of the Navy,
Navy Civilian Personnel Instructions ."Instruction 1." Wash-
ing t on, 24 April 1953 • p. 2.

Therefore, this appraisal of Committee Utilization at the
Kaval Ordnance Plant Inaianapolis is undertaken, with the
objective of arrivinf at conclusions, which, in all instances,
will apply specifically to NOPI and in £^eneral to all Naval
industrial actlvites. It is not intended to justify or pro-
pose any specific committees, but rather to determine the
utilization of committees presently in use.
The procedure for the appraisal consisted of first
developing a criteria based upon research in the literature
and then following this by a broad plan of interviews at
NOPI. The interviews were with the Commanding Officer, the
Executive Officer, the Planning Officer, the Heads oV the
Engineering Department, the Research and Test Department,
the Industrial Department, the Quality Department, and the
Industrial Relations Department. Likewise, interviews were
held with their immediate assistants and Division Heads where
applicable. The chairman of each committee was interviewed,
as were the recorders and various members. In some cases
it was also possible to interview past chairmen. The inter-
views were conducted with the primary intention of obtain-
ing information in the following areas:
Purpose of the Committee
Duties of the Committee
ilembership of the Ccramittee
Preparation of Llinutes
Frequency of L^ee tings





In addition, applicable NOPI Regulations and
Instructions
were consulted in order to determine any variance
between






When discussing the subject of conunittees , H. Uaurer
says
,
As soon as a manager is forced by the growth of his company,
the variety of complexity of its products, or the simple
geographic separation of its plants to establish broad
policies, chart high strategy, and review operations -
then the manager finds himself in conference with his
peers. Whatever he chooses to do he confronts committees,
"ad hoc" if nothing else.
2
At the same time, the committee is generally conceded to be
one of the most controversial forms used in American Industry
and business. Many companies have been very successful in
using them and are consequently convinced of their utility;
other companies will have no part of committees.-^ Neverthe-
less, the number of companies using committees are certainly
numerous enough that the committee may be considered a very
widely used device in modern organization. However, all of
the use is ijot good, as oftentimes the committee form is
abused by being applied both indiscriminately and incorrect-
ly.
Newman says on this subject.
Some individuals regard committees as a sure-cure for all
administrative difficulties. Whenever a difficult decis-
ion must be made or where action is not proceeding smooth-
2
H. Maurer , "Management by Committee", Fortune . April,
1953, p. 146.




ly, the standard answer is, "Let's appoint a committee."^
Urw:ck is generally critical of ccnmittees and he at-
tributes their popularity tc the fcllowinf causes:
(i) Lack of precision in defininp major objectives. A
coraaittee is brought into being, not to do scmethlnf,
but to cover up the fact that those responsible have
not decided what to do.
(ii) Failure tc restrain internal cbjectlves of parts of
organization. A comiLittee is brcufht into being, not
to further the general objective, but because its
iTiernbers respresent "interests" to which they are
quite iLiproperly giving priority.
(iii) Individuals seek tc escape responsibility.
(iv) P'ear of assigning the proper executive authority tc
individijals
,
of what has been described as the "oft
recurring insolence of office."
(v) Lack of experience of alternative methods of cc-
crdination.-^
There is the additional difficulty of ineffectiveness which
results from the ccmmittees' purpose not being clearly de-
fined, its chairman and membership not properly chosen or
the lack of support from superiors. Unsatisfactory commit-
tee experience is attributed by Holden usually tc improper
use or faulty organization and administration. As a result
committees are sometimes defined as "a slightly disorranized
^Jilliam -H. Kewman
,
Administrative Ac 1 1 on . The Techiiiuuec
of Crranization and Llanarement . I.'ew York, i^rentice Hall, 195^
»
p . ^ JL ~'
.
-^L. Ur/.ick, Zlements of Administration
.
f.ew York, Harper
and Brothers, 19^7 » 1- • 73-7-t'
^P.E. Holden, L.S. Fish ano H.L. Smith, Top L'ana^'cment
CrFanization and Control . New York, l^cGraw-Hill Book Company,
1 Q-' 1 1 c^Q

method of wasting time." '
Seme companies have fone so far as to attempt operation
on a pure committee principle with a large number of commit-
tees set up within the organization to actually perform the
management function. This procedure has net proven success-
ful. In some rare instances a committee may be employed in
place of an executive, as a temporary expedient. Such a sit-
9
uation is mentioned by Spr iegel, namely , one where more time
may be desired to select an individual for leadership.
It is, for the most part, recognized that the committee
serves a supplementary function in the organization. This
is recognized by various authors. Pertinent to this fact,
Anderson and Schwenning write that, "usually committees are
introduced only here and there to supplement an executive
officer or to bring together several officers engaged in re-
lated functions." ^-^
'Floyd H. Rowland, Business Planning and rnntrnl . New
York, Harper and Brothers, 194
- . P» 93.
8
A.G. Anderson, 11, J, Mandeville, and J.L!. Anderson,
Industrial I^anaFeinent . New York, Ronald Press, 1942, p. 36.
Q
^ii, R. Spriegel, Principles o£ Business Organization.
New York. 19-4-^1 >- 63.
^ A.G. Anderson, U,J, Llandeville, and J,U. Anderson, op
cit
. , p. 37.
E. H. Anderson and G. T. Schwenning, The Science of
Production itlana^ement . New York, John .Viley and Sons, 193^»
p. 14a.

On the other side of the ledger for ccmmittees are the
situations mentioned where the committee has proven satis-
factory. According to Robert A, Clen, General Manager, Four
rtheel Drive Auto Company, "The Committee is but a natural
outgrowth of the growing complexity of the problems which in-
1 p
creasingly skilled specialists must jointly solve." The
National Cash Re^ ister Company is an example of an organiza-
tion which uses committees successfully. The president, S.
C. Allyn says,
In our business, committees have a definite place but
function in an advisory rather than direct management
capacity. They make an important contribution to the
consideration of any problem, but in the end responsibil-
ity for decisions rests with individuals. 13
Granted, then, that the use of committees is widely ac-
cepted, "the question is not, of course, whether to have com-
mittees ... The question is really how to use a committee ..."
14
Advantages
"The advantages of the committee type of organization
account for its widespread use in American business."!-^ In
most instances , the committee is not the only means to ob-
^^L.C. I^cKerson and others, "Can l^anage.iient by Committee
w'ake LJarketinf Decisions-Top Hen .Vary," Industrial Market -
in£, Jlay, 1933, p. 72.
^^Ibid, p.69.
^H. :Zaurer , c^. cit .
. p. 192.
-'Ralph C. Davis, The Fund r>Rentals of Top ?.!anage:nent .
New York, Harper and Brothers, 19^1, p. 1^2,

tain these various advantageous results. Sprie^el riiakes this
point 7/hen he lists the advaiitages of ccmmittees:
In listing the advantages of the committee, it is not to be
implied that these advantages can be secured only by the
committee. In some instances and under certain renditions
the same results may be secured as well, if not better, by
some other method. -^"^
The generally agreed upon advantages of cormnittees are
as follows:
Coordination : When it is necessary to perform functions
which require various parts of the organization to act in
concert and tc avoid acting at cross purposes , the committee
may be used. In this respect, Sprie^el and Lansburgh point
out that "committees are of great valije as a means of cocrdi-
17
nating the efforts of the departments which are represented?
Ernest Dale recognizes this committee contribution when he
says
,
Committee work makes an important contribution when its
members meet in order to determine what parts they shall
take in a pre-deterrained course of action in order to
avoid overlapping or working at cross purposes. This
function of the committee is especially important when
there is no other means of coordination. The committee
also may serve as a means of communication among the rep-
resentatives of large groups. IS
On this matter of coordination, Tead^divides the pro-
A'.R. Spriegel, Oj.. cit .
. p. 64.
17
VV.R. Spriegel and R.H. Lansburgh, Industrial Manage -
ment
.
Kew Yorli, John Wiley and Sons, 19^-7, PP. 74-75*
^^Ernest Dale, Plaijilnp and Developing the Co::iDanv ^-
ganization Structure . New York. American Management Associa-
tion, p. ^7»
^9crdway Tead , The Art of Administration . New York, Mc-
Graw Hill Book Co.
, T7517T«"T^9JI

cess into two sections, the first beinf coordination as in-
volved in "the origination, formulation, criticism and ac-
ceptance of policy." The second section involved "thie ex-
ecutive direction and oversight of policy once it has been
adopted." He ties the relationship of the two together when
he writes
,
Executive directl on itself has to be a_t all times unitary
.
vi^'croas 'nA f irin. But the resultfulness which grows cut
of unified direction, based on advance consultative con-
currence in vital policy, is tapping motives of workers far
stronger than where such acceptance comes by submission to
a handed-down-by-fiat ruling. ^0
Cooperation ; The committee is a useful means of enhanc-
ing cooperation betweei: individuals or groups. "Cooperation
of the members is fostered because they have an opportunity
to be fully informed and to participate in the decision mak-
21mg process," Dale refers to this when he points out that
a committee may contribute to "more complete acceptance of a
22decision already reached." He continues,
leaking a decision does not, of course, ensure that it will
be carried out effectively. If those affected by the de-
cision disagree with it or are aggrieved because they were
not consulted, they may oppose its execution in many ways.
The committee offers an opportunity to air arguments
^




Terry, Principles of Manarement . Homewcod, Illinois,
Richard D. Irwin, Inc.
, 19^3 . P. 1^5
•
9?
Ernest Dale, loc . cit .
23
'^Ernest Dale, loc. cit.

Integration and Balance : This is the situation where
the old saying, "two heads are better than one," applies.
There are many areas which are of a general or broad enough
nature such that any decisions made pertaining thereto would
be more sound if they were based upon a combination of the
opinions of more than one individual. De Armond says,
When representative advice and opinion are desired, a com-
mittee brings to the problem a broader, more deliberate
point of view, one more likely to command the support of
the membership. 24
By having a group consider certain matters it is pos-
sible for the members to supplement each other in such a way
that a suggestion by one member is improved upon by others
until an integrated opinion has been formulated. In order
to accomplish this aim it is necessary that the membership
be unbiased in their approach to the committee work. In
pointing out certain conditions necessary for successful com-
mittee work, Urwick stresses this point by saying.
Its members must understand that the purpose of a committee
is not to win support for this or that individual opinion,
but to develop a collective ^judgment which is something
more t.ian the sum of the individual views respresented - a
resultant having an entity of its own and developing out
of the conjoint thinking of the committee. ^5
Davis points out that when the members are initially indoc-
trinated toward considering the overall organization, there
^^De Armond, Executive Thinking and Action . New York,
LIcCraw Hill, 194^, pp. 137-138.
-^Urwick, 0£. cit . , p. 73
•

will be less tei.der.cy to ccnsicier individual -r t'^oup incer-
ests.
Education end Instruction : Holden considers this a by-
product , as individuals obtain wider knowledge and e>.perience
27by considering prcblenis on a broader basis. ' Ivevr.,ian re-
co^-nizes this advantage by saying,
Some cofi^anies that make wide use of ccmnittees insist
that over a period of years, the quality of executive
decisions is substantially improved because of the broad-
ening ex^^erience that coinmittee work has pi'cvided to the
key nien.^S
Disadvantages and Limitations
"The disadvantages of the committee arise partly from
the inherent characteristics of the committe itself and
partly from the personal characteristics of the members of
the committee." '^ The latter point, the personal cliaracter-
Istics of the members , has been stressed by Lindeman in a
list of committee difficulties. These difficulties, total-
ing fourteen in number, are as follows;
1. Irrelevant Discussion.
2. A self -centered chairman comes in with an idea he
wants to put over.
3. One or two ;r;emiers of a committee may desire to im-
press a superior.
Davis, ££. cit . . p, ^.31.
'Holden, o^. cit . . p. 61.
23
Nev/man, ££. cit . . p. 222.
29^
ii, R. bpriegel , oj^. cit . . p. 65.

[j.. Failure to state the problem or the issue before the
comniittee at the outset.
5. Failure to set proper limits on the scope of the com-
mittee's interest or activities.
6. Failure to come prepared for the topic.
7. Indifference of some of the members of the committee.
8. Some members of the committee do not get a chance to
talk.
9. Chairmen dc not always properly phrase thou£ht-pro-
voking questions with .vhich to stimulate the ^roup
into active participation. "
10. The chairman fails to postpone a statement of his own
position in regard to the subject under discussion.
11. Politics or ulterior motives very frequently affect
committee process adversely.
12. Committee members are frequently not qualified to dis-
cuss the subject.
13. Committee process may be hampered because some people
hold fixed ideas.
14. There is a tendency of the various members of the com-
mittee, including the chairman, to jump to conclu-
sions before the facts are presented. 3C
The above listed difficulties, attributable to the personal
characteristics of the members, are heavy contributors to
certain disadvanta£^es which are widely recognized as char-
acteristic of committees.
Lack of Speed ; The committee is often criticized as a
slow, unwieldy method of arriving at a decision. This dis-
'' E.C. Lindeman, "The Authority, Functions and Limit-
ations of Committees ," Handbook of Business Administration
W. J. Donald, ed. , New York, L'cGraw-Hill Book Co. , 1931.
pp. 1684-1686.

advantage results from the fact that the committee is com-
posed of a group. If a meeting' is required tc render a
decision, all members must first be notified. If the neiLber-
ship is available at the appointed time, the meeting is call-
ed and the matter discussed. Even if all goes according
tc clock work, the time required for the whole i: recess will
certainly far exceed that necessary for one competent in-
dividual tc renaer the decision. Therefore, if a fast an-
swer is required, the committee will probably prove too slow.
Referring to this fault, /mderson and Schwemin^- say,
In the first place the committee, if its decisions are to
be the result of collective deliberation and agreement,
is slow in reaching a decision. It is therefore, unsuit-
ed for quick decisions. 31
Likewise Spriegel says, "Another weakness of the com^xittee
is the time consuming element. "-^^ Davis-'-^refers to the
slow, cumbersome, expensive nature of committee action, and
according to I.!oore , "/i/here speed of action is required, a
h3u
committee is likely to be a hindrance rather than a help.
Comijromise Decision ; .Vhen a situation exists in conmilt-
tee so that the issue has been resolved to a point where the
participants cannot or will not achieve unanimity, tl.en






.V.R. Spriegel, 0^, clt . . p. 66.
33Ralph C. Davis, cj^. cit . . p. 43^-
^^Franklin G. lioore , Manufacturing nanarement . Hcmewood,
Illinois, Richard D. Irwii. Inc., 1953, p. 79-

there is the pcssiV.ility that a conclusion will be reached
ty ccmproiLise. That is, under the necessity for arriving'
at some conclusion, the adherents or one vievvpoint will
alter their position somewhat, provided others make a ccm-
pensatint alteration. According to Dale, "Agreement may be
nade. for agreement sake, as a result of horse-trading or
log-rolling, entailing undesirable compromise. "35 By so
doing a result is achieved on vifhich all will agree, be-
cause each group by a process of swapping back and forth,
has salvaged as much of its original stand es possible. At
the same ti.-Le , those with opposing stands have been made
give up something in return so that the entire group has
worked toward a center point in conclusion. This danger is
recognized by Newman who says, "Vihere difference of opinion
exists in a committee there is always a possibility that
II
some sort of average or comi romise solution will be adopted,
of.
Cn this same matter, Davis says,
The committee advice may represent merely a compromise,
rather than an integration of the best ideas of its mem-
bers. This is more likely to be true when their first
consideration is personal or departraental interest rather
than the best interests of the entire organization. 37
Tead expresses the danger involved in compromise when he
^-^Srnest Dale, 0£. ci_t.
,
p. 38.
"^ William H. Newman, c£. cit .
, p. 226.





Compromise is humanely a strate^-y v;hich assu:*edly has its
place. But, if the idea under discussion is well conceiv-
ed and has merit, compromise may respresent its unfortun-
ate dilution or ineffectual modification. 38
Lack of Responsibility : This is referred to as "divid-
ed responsitility"39Qp "diffusion of responsibility".^ It
can readily be seen that this presents a real problem in
usin£' a committee in any situation where it would be desired
to maintain accountability. According to Terry, "Responsibil-
ity is divided and is difficult to fix, since a rroup of in-
dividuals, not an individual, must be dealt with."^ Anyone
serving on a coinmittee certainly realizes this and as long
as he knows he is not vulnerable to effective criticism, his
performance may not be as satisfactory as it would were he
personally accountable, /iccording to Dale, "Neither the com-
mittee as a whole nor any individual member can be criticiz-
ed effectively. If the group takes action which is not well
received, no individual can be blamed."^ Newman mentions
methods for combating this problem; however, he also points
out other dangers which may result therefrom. Regarding the
^^Ordway Tead , 0£. cTt.
,
p. I83.
^^William H. Newman, o£- clt,.
,
p. 224.











suggestion that the opinion of each member be recorded, New-
man warns th';t this may cause unaue consciousness of the
record, which will result in committee members grandstanding
for the benefit of superiors. Aiiother suggestion, that the
chairman be given responsibility for insuring some type of
action, necessitates, according to Newman, caution that the
chairman does not dominate the committee in situation re-
quiring integration. Otherwise, the gain from holding a com-
mittee meeting will be negligible. ^+3
Danper of Decision tv Domination : It has already been
pointed out in the previous section that the danger of dom-
ination by the chairman may exist. This situation does not
apply only to the chairman, however. It is entirely pos-
sible for a co:r.mittee decision to be reached by domination
rather than integration, or even compromise, because certain
members may be more powerful in the organization than others.
"Dominant executives control coromittees so that those with
inferiority complexes contribute nothing."^ Davis writes
on this subject that,
The resultant conclusions may represent only the think-
ing of the Qominant inuividuals. This effect is inevit-
able in sane degree, since committee members are not







^Floyd H. Rowland , loc. cit .
"^^Ralph C. Davis, op. cit., p. 433.

This danger beccmes particularly critical in situations
where the chairman is the superior of the raemters in the
normal work situation. In discussing this point, Hader sayc
,
The question of imperscnalizing the issue in committees is
one that is not always recognized by chairmen and es^-ecial-
ly those chairmen who are directly responsible for the
work of the group involved. Their position of power, the
consiaeration given by their realization tliat the group
in question is advisory to and functionally subordinate
to them, places them in a position where only the most
skilled and objectively minded can detach themselves from
their authority and see the question merely as one of the
group. 46
According to Paull , "A committee within a department, with
the dej:artment head as chairman, is not a committee but a
meeting of a boss and his subordinates. ^'
Not Suited for Execution : "There is at least one func-
tion in organization management which, in the unanimous op-
inion of all authorities, the committee is unsuited to per-
form. This is the function of execution. "^o so say Andersen
and Schwenning. They further point out that the ccn-mittee
may function to arrive at decisions or give advice, either
of vfhich may form the basis of executive action. However,
the details of carrying out the mission should be left to
^ John J. Hader, "Committee Process and Committee Chair-
manship," Handbook of Business Adninistration . V/. J. Donald,
ed.,Kew York, KcCraw Hill Book Co.
,
p. I678.
'^'Report on Comments of Alex Paull, personnel manager,
Cleveland Electric Illuminating Company in article "V/hat
Makes a Committee Tick," Business '.Veek . March 20, 195U,
p . 46
.
^^E. H. Anderson and G.T. Schwenning, 0£. cit . . p. I90.

the appropriate executive. According to Dale.^^lt is neces-
sary that committee members act as a team in execution.
However, he further notes that it is difficult for a group
to achieve this type of teamwork.
Size : The size of a committee may have a bearing- on its
effectiveness. According to Spriegel, "one of the most ser-
ious errors in the use of the committee in organization is
the tendency for the committee to be too large and unwieldy."
•^ There is certainly general agreement that there must be
some sort of limitation on the size of a committee. In dis-
cussing this facet, Dale^ points out that less than five
or six members may net yield the benefits of group work,
but that more than fifteen or sixteen members become a
crowd. Work currently in progress at Harvard University,
under the direction of Robert F. Bales; has resulted in
certain conclusions relating to the size of committee member-
ship. The conclusion reached in this case is that optimum
committee size is five members, with the range between four
and seven members being considered the efficient membership
range. Regarding committee size. Dale further states.
The specific size of the ccmmitt'^e depends on mr.ny factors:
the type of problems to be discussed, the competence of
^-^Ernest Dale, ^. cit . . p. 97»
50
Ernest Dale, o^^. cit .
. p. 90.






the participants, the homogeneity of the prcup , the defree
of integration of it's .members, the nature of the partici-
pation required
,
the amount of face-to-face contact that
has existed in the past, the clashes of interests that may
be expected. ^3
Substitute for Poor Crranization: The use of committees
as a substitute for poor organization is certainly not de-
sirable, nor v.'ill it result in solution of the problem.
The previously mentioned reasons given by Urwick for the
popularity of committees are situations where committees
would be brought into being primarily because of organiza-
tional inadequacy. According to Holden, in reference to
ccmiiiittees , "...they are not effective in offsetting de-
fects in the organization structure; neither do they ade-
quately correct weakness in the plan of management l'^^^
Fact Gatheriri^.' : Committees are oftentimes assigned the
duty of data gathering or they are given some type of work
to do. As a general rule this is not a desirable use of
committees, as the members cannot effectively ])erfcrm the
task collectively. In this matter Holden feels that,
Committees are not expected to be fact gathering agencies
Neither, should they be assigned work to do. It is a
waste of time of all members to endeavor to develop
facts from which to find solutions through group discus-
sion, 55
Spriegel and Lansburgh point out that
,
^-^lirnest Dale, c_£. cit .
. j. . 9C,
-^%





As a general rule a committee is rot well adapted to the
collection of facts or technical data. A mernber cf the
committee or an expert under the direction of the commit-
tee may collect the facts, and the committee may evaluate
them or formulate a policy supported by them. ^6
In a situation of this sort, the need for a committee should
be subjected to very close scrutiny. It is altogether pos-
sible that the work which the committee is being empowered
to do should be done by some individual or staff activity
in the organization. In this regard, Davis is of the opin-
ion that,
A committee should not be permitted to perform functions
that can be performed by established depart'aents or other
organizational elements for which an individual can bec
eld accountable. >7h
Responsibilities of the Executive
Below are listed certain requirements which the exec-
utive should adhere to in order to insure more effective
action of committees which he has appointed to function
within his area of authority and responsibility.
Ultimate Accountability ; Anderson and Schwenning
state the necessity for explicitly assigning responsibility.
They say:
The individuals to whom responsibilities are allocated are
the principal sources of success or failure. Unless re-
cords are kept in terms of these sources, the chief ex-
ecutive has no effective means of judging the results in
^ W. R. Spriegel and R. H. Lansburgh , o£. cit . , p. 75*
>*
'Ralph C. Davis, 0£. cit . . p. 47^«

terms of respcnsibility.-'-^
Thus, from an accountability viev/point, the committee, if
properly used, should not be a means of "passing the buck".
In regard to the situation where some executives attenipt
such tactics on difficult or distasteful problems, IJewrcan
refers to it as "an opiate taken in lieu of effective ad-
ministrative action. "-^-^ Consequently, the first thin^ the
executive must realize is that he cannot use the committee
as a means of relieving himself of his ultimate responsibil-
ity. Holden says, "Committees are no substitute for high-
quality executive talent. "^^ lioore in discussing this pro-
blem says
,
The executive who appoints a committee to consider a prob-
lem and make recommendations for its solution is not,
thereby, relieved of his own responsibility. Having re-
ceived the committees report, he is free to follow it or
disregard it, but having asked for help, he usually fol-
lows its recommendations. Responsibility for the conse-
quences is as truly his, however, as if there had been no
committee recommendations. 6l
Definition of Function ; The executive should not ap-
point a committee to perform some function which it may not
perform most advantageously.^^ For example, the assignment
S^E.K. Anderson and G.T. Schwenning,
_0£. cit . . p. 122.
CO
^^William H. Newman, loc . cit .
^^P. E. Kolden, L. S. Smith and H. L. Smith, 0£. cit .
.
p. 60,
Franklin G. Uoore, loc . cit .
(•9
'^E. C. Lindeman, loc. cit.

to ccrmnittees cf the responsibility for fatherinf fncts or
doinf work would be typical of this sort of thinf. As has
been previously pointed out, these duties are unsuited to
coaimittee activity. When a cominittee has been appointed,
its duties and authority should be clearly defined. •^
Selection of !/!einbership ; When members are chosen for
a committee, in addition to their particular technical re-
quirements, they should also be appraised in terms of their
potential capability as a committee member. As Dale says,
"It is surprisinf how many otherwise capable individuals
find themselves completely tongue-tied when confronted by
a small audience. '*^^ Such an individual could not contrib-
ute much to a committee meeting. It has previously been
pointed out under the disadvantages of committees that it
is important for the membership to have the common interest
in mind, rather than special projects. If integration is
desired, then the special interest boys should be eliminat-
ed during the selective process. In certain types of com-
mittees where a decision or opinion must be rendered which
will affect the performance and participation of departments
represented, then it is important to have members who may
speak with authority. In expressing this thought, Holden
says,
63 Ibid.
^^Srnest Dale, 0£. cit . . p. 39.

In the interest cf expeditinf action, Linny ccTiprnies use
cnly top divisicnal or dep'-rtmentnl executives on their
coromittees. The ;:.en:bers rire then qualified tc spenk for
the depart.T.ents they represent; their judgment is also
presuiaably the best in the cojipcLny within their respective
fields. 65
C. J, Berwitz points cut so.-ne types cf individuals who --ire
not desirable as cornmittes .iie.'ubers when he writes,
The»brilliant bureau head who is a special pleader should
be rejected. The unimaginative, the plodder, the ri^'id
ana inflexible, the slave tc detail, the "idea" a minute
:aan, all should be politely excused. ^^
Staff Assistance
:
It lias been pointed out under co:a-
.wittee lii^itaticns that cc.ii.-ait tees shculd not be assigned
work cr be required tc gather data. However, oftenti.T.es com-
-uittees are assi£ned proble:as which require that they have
available certain essential inforoiation in order tc arrive
at a sensible conclusion. Tne normal committee as it is
constituted has no one tc perform this function. According
to Holden, "The chairman or secretary £'enerally lundertakes
the job, as and when other duties permit, and eventually
presents the matter in proper form for committee considera-
67tion". ' He further points cut that some comnnnies h':ve ::.r.de
use cf tv.o devices for alleviating this difficulty, the
first being to assign a secretary with sufficient time avail-
^>r.E. Holden, L. S. Fish, and H. L. Smith, c£. cit .
.
p. t-}.
L. C. Berwitz, "The Work Committee - An Admiiiistrative
Technique," Ha rvard B u s 1ne s s Rev i ew . January, 1952 • p. 115'
^Tp. E. Holden, L. 3. Fish and H. I. Smith, o^. cit.
pp. 61-62,

atle to dc this work. The secorid is to assign this duty to
the proper staff department. Cftentinies the committee chnir-
63
man is head of the staff group so assigned.
Advance Ire para t ion ; To expedite committee functioning
and thereby conserve the time of the me;nbers , all informa-
tion required for the committee should be prepared in ad-
vance. The period should be sufficiently prior to the meet-
ing such that an agenda including all pertinent information
may be circulated to all participants in order that they
may come to cojimittee meetings fully prepared for intelli-
gent and constructive discussion, '^ The executive should as-
sign this fijnction to the appropriate staff agency.
Followup : Effective follow-up is necessary to the suc-
cess of committee action. It is important because it should
serve as a means of informing the committee members regard-
ing any action v;hich has been taken on their recomraendaticns
or proposals, iihen the members meet to consider a subject
or problem and conscientiously attempt to arrive at a help-
ful decision or render useful advice, the membership has an
interest in what use is made of this contribution. In this
regard, Davis says,
Ordinary business courtesy requires the superior line ex-
ecutive to return a series of recommendations to the orig-
inating committee when he feels that he cannot approve
them. It should be accompanied by a frank, complete sf^. te-
ment of his reasons for disapproval. 70
^^ibid.





Such inforuiLtion could also aid the instructional process
which has previously been pointed cut as a byproauct of com-
aiittees. /.lost important, hc»vever, is the fact that follov/-
up of this sort is essential if the comxittee is goin£ to be
dynamic and the members maintain a coiitinuing interest in
the committee participation. In discussing consultative
manaf e.T.ent , Woore eraT.hasizes, this point v.-hen he says,
Also', if the administration asks subordinates for ideas
concerning problems, it must be v/illin^ either to accept
or follow their su£^estions or to explain why they were
not adopted. To do otherwise v.ould make subordinates
feel that the Administration lacks sincerity and that con-
sultative supervision was only a device to get them to
work harder.?!
In line with these principles
,
the executive should show an
interest in the committee and back it up in its activities.
A committee acting on its own without any forceful backing
will soon become a stepchild in the organization, both in
the eyes of its members and other parts of the organization.
Calhoon, in discussing safety committees, is of the opinion
that
,
If minor supei'visors are left to carry the ball without
any help from their supervisors, then the committee can be
impotent. Cn the other hand, if the superintendent or
manager and the major supervisors work closely with the
committees, something can be done. 72
Continur;l Appraisal : It is certainly important that it
'''-^Franklin G. I.:oorc , o^. cit .
. p. 92.
'->2
' R. r. Calhoon, f rotlems in Personnel Administration .
Kew York, Harper & rr others, Inc., 1949. ?• 27^.

bs an ort-nlzeticn policy tc "te proxpt and persistent in
dissolving ccaaittees that have completed their mission or
70
outlived their usefulness."'-^
Responsibilities of The Chairiacn
The proper choice of the chairman should be ^'iven very
serious consideration, as he will decidedly influence the
conduct of the ccmniittee. "A conmittee like most org-aniza-
tional f roups , is not likely to be nuch better than its
leadership".'^ Dale attaches significant iaportarce to the
role of ch.airman when he writes.
Perhaps the most important aspect of the niechanics of coil-
mittee work' is the choice of the committee chairman. The
man who presides exercises freat influence. His a^'e , ex-
perience or st'^tus in the compr.ny often enable him to make
or break the committee, even though in theory he may be
merely "the first amonf equals". 75
Frequency of l.'eetinf
s
: "!eetin£;S should not be held for
the sake of holdln£; a meeting. If there is nothing reciuired
of the committee, then it should not meet. The committee
1 {
should not meet "tc satisfy the chairman's e£0".
Conduct of L!eetinr : The chairman is usually chosen
primarily for his ability as a proup leader, and not neces-
'^^William 'H. >3ewman , od. £it.
,
p. 22^.
''''^alph C. Davis, p. 1+79.
"^^Srnest Dale, p. 90.
'^Ernest Dale, 0£. cit . . p. ?^.

77
sarily ty virtue of his positicn vvithln the crfcr.iztiticn.
Since the primary purpose of having a committee meeting in
the first place is to achieve some result through group ac-
tion, one of the chairman's Jobs is to secure their partici-
pation. Therefore, he must endeavor to include everyone in
the discussion, and not allow any individual or group to
dominate.' He must direct the discussion along the proper
channels, yet at the same time avoid infiltrating the dis-
cussion with his own ideas.'" Simultaneously, he j;ust main-
tain his position as chairman, always remaining in complete
control of the proceeding.
The chairman should ali:o clearly define the purpose of
each meeting in order that all members will be in accord as
to objective. It is not uncommon for various members of the
same meeting to have a different concept of what is being
sought. As a result some members leave a meeting with no
feeling of accomplishment. In like manner the chairman
should, at the end of the meeting, sum the results accomp-
lished or the conclusions reached so that no member will
p. 63.
''^P, E. Holden, L. S. Fish, and H. L. Smith, og. cit . .
"^ Ralph C. Davis, oj£. cit . . p. kV'
'^E. C. Lindeman, ££, cit . , p. I685.





leave the .iieeting confused on these matters.
Report on Meetings : The chairman should be responsible
for having the results of the meeting prepared in written
B2form and distributed to the responsible executive.'
Executive as Chairman : There are situations which oc-
cur where the chairman of the committee is an executive who
is superior in the organization to the other members. He
may even be the executive to whc^i the committee is responsi-
ble. Such a circumstance makes for even greater necessity
en the part of the chairman to avoid injecting his own ideas
or opinions. This point has been previously discussed on
page 17 when considering the disadvantage of domination.
In discussing road blocks to participation of rank
and file in group meetings, Ffiffner explores tiiis problem.
He points oat that,
Usually those in positions of leadership will proclaim ap-
parent sincerity and conviction that they actually desire
to have participation and open discussion in the meeting,
but it requires more than high declarations to secure it.
In the first place, there is natural reluctance of people
to speak their minds in the presence of their bosses. A
second reason for failure to speak up in conferences is
poor conference leadership, the tendency of the leader to
do all the talking, to take up so much time that none is
left fcr" discussion. If he is boss he may have stated his
opinion so strongly that no one feels sufficiently secure
to express a contrary opinion. -3
statements by Dr. C. H, Lawshe in lecture before
group of graduate studer.ts at Purdue University during course
in Fsychoiogy of Industrial Training.
^^Franiain G. Lloore , or-, c it. . p. 30.
33
^J. L'. Ffiffner, Tne Supervision of rersonnel . New
York, Prentice Kail, Inc., 1951, p. 257.

Responsibilities of the Member
The member, although his responsibilities are less
broad than those of the executive or the chairman, neverthe-
less has the very deep obligation of turning in a first rate
performance in his committee work. "Since group judgement
of the members is the mcst important committee contribution,
its members largely determine its worth." ^
One of the disadvantages of committees which has been
discussed is the difficulty of pinpointing responsibility.
This dlsadvanta£e would not exist if each member of a commit-
tee felt as much responsitility toward the problem as if it
were assigned to him alone. -^
In addition, "personality factors are important to the
86
committee's success". Lindeman's list of committee diffi-
culties Includes certain items which are directly attribut-
able to deflclences of individual members. Such things as
engaging in Irrelevant discussion, failure to prepare ade-
quately for the topic, indifference in attitude, giving
precedence to politics or ulterior motives, and adhering to
inflexible ideas, are the type of problems the individual
should avoid. Many of the requirements of a good committee
member are pointed out by C. J, Berwltz as follows:
P. E. Holden, L. A. Fish, and H. L. Smith, 0£. cit . .
p. 62.
ViJilllam H. Newman, 0£. cit . . p. 224.
L, C. Berwltz, loc. cit .

What is wanted is the open minded, tough individual who
has the ability tc reject ideas, however brilliantly pre-
sented, which are at variance with his knowledge of what
can and cannot succeed. .Vhat is wanted is the individual
who has ideas and who can create new approaches based on
imagination and knowledge of operating practices and or-
ganizational objectives. /»hat is wanted is the selfless
objective person who has a passion for clear, sound, good
ideas, no matter where the chips may fall. 87
L. C. Berwitz , loc. cit.37

CCi-IIillTTEZ UTILIZ/.TICi: AT THE IJ.,V*U. ORDNAKCE
FLAIi'T IICDIANAPCLIS
General
The utilization of comiaittees rit the Naval Ordnance
Plant Indianapolis is rather extensive, the aiemberships re-
presenting" a wide coverage of the organization. In order
that the norraal work relations of the various committee
niembers may be fully appreciated, organization charts for
NOPI have been included in Appendix A.
The Counsel and Policy Committee
Description ; The purpose of this committee is to ad-
vise and assist the Comicanding Officer in decisions primari-
ly relating to over-all plant policy. This group gives the
Comaanding Officer an opportxmity to discuss problems v^ith
individuals of sufficient stature and experience v/ithin the
organization, in order that he may receive collective advice
before arriving at decisions. This is important since there
are many policy decisions which, v/hen made, require indi-
viduals affected to be in aggreement for most cooperative





Head, Research and Test Department

Supply and Fiscal Officer
The civilian depr.rtaent heads on the conmittee represent a
permnnent fcrce in the plant whereas the riilit'iry are rotat-
ed periodically. Ccnsequently , this cciiziittee prcvldes a
iieans of coriSaltaticn to pi'ovide continuity of policy, for
as Coamnndinf Officers are rotated there is bound to be a
change of atnosphere.
As the coiiaittee is ncv, operating there are no minutes
kept. If a decision is reached which rjust be put in writing,
it is issued in written forn:. '.Vhere oral information v;ill
suffice, it is passed on to the organization at weekly de-
partment head meetirjgs. Comiiittee meetings are held weeld-y.
Discussion ; Although the committee operates on a
rather informal basis
, the preparation of minutes could be
beneficial, primarily as a record of subject matter coriSid-
ered and the final conclusions pertaining thereto. Since
the com:.;ittee is to provide counsel to the Commaiiding Officer,
a record of such proceedings coild be a valuable aid to a
ne-/< Commanding Officer if only to provide a means of review-
ing the committee's activity and becoming familiar with its
objectives.
Operations Committee
Description ; This committee is in the process of
being organized. Its purpose will be "to promote efficiency
of operations and most economical use of station funds".

The responsibilities of the coniir.it tee .vill be as follows:
(a) *»dvise the Cor^aanding Officer z^nd ethers author-
ized to make workload comnitments for the station
of the status of the current wci-kload.
(b) Review and advise on projected or anticipated
overloads or underloads.
(c) Review any new development work that may prove
promising enough for production.
(d) Provide Industrial and Supply and Fiscal Depart-
ments advance notice of new work and relative in-
formation.
(e) Provide Engineering and Research and Test Depart-
ments an idea of other departments' problems to
avoid overcommitting the station.
(f) Assist the Planning Cffice in determining the ap-
propriate cognizant department for accomplishing
research projects assigned to this plant.
90
(g) Review proposals prepared for Bureau of Ordnance
.






Head , Supply and Fiscal Department
Head, Research and Test Department
Head, Engineering Department
Llanagement Engineer, Secretary
^^ U.S. Naval Ordnance Plant Indianapolis, Proposed
NOPI Instruction ^1^20.

It Is pl.inned th'it the committee will meet eacl: Thursday-
afternoon. l!lnutec cf the meetinf will be kept and all re-
cords ;vill be maintained by the Secretary. The Secretary
will also make reports and initiate action as required.
Discussion : This committee is designed to satisfy an
existing need, primarily in the coordination cf workload.
In order to perform this function it v.ould appear that mem-
bers must come to comrrdttee meetings prepared to discuss and
present information pertaining to prior announced problems.
It is realized, because of the position of the membership,
much spontaneous information is readily available from the
daily experiential backgrounds of the membership in matters
directly related to the problems confronted in committee.
However, for maximum effectiveness, it is recci^mended that
an agenda be i-repared for each meeting outlining the pro-
blems to be considered at that meeting and thLt it be cir-
culated sufficiently in advance so that members come to
m-:, etirigs ade'^uately prepared for speedy ccnsideraticn cf
problems.
In addition, it is recommended that all decisions
reached in committee le promptly issued to the organization
by either the Executive Officer, who is chairman of the Com-
mittee, or the Commanding Officer. This is necessary in
oruer that responsibility ;.iay be imiLedir. tely assi^:ned within
the proper area of authority, and thereV.y establish acccunt-
Qbllity. That is to s'ly, the committee should not be depend-

JO
ed upon tc be the actu-'il coord in:itin£^ agency. It should
estatllsh the pattern tc be executed by ': single line ex-
ecutive.
NOPI Employee Insurance Conmiittee
Description : The purpose of the NCPI Insurance Com-
mittee is "tc act as representative of .ill employees in the
selection and consideration of all group insurance plans,
and to Tiiake available a group insurance plan with the widest
90possible coverage at the lowest cost tc all employees".
The .r.einbership is composed of nine members who are a^jpoint-
ed by the Co.nmanding Officer to serve for an indefinite
period. NCFI Regulations'^ states that the chairman is
elected by the committee members. The duties and responsi-
bilities of the committee r.re outlined as follcv.'s:
Tc meet and consider group hospitalization and surgical
Insurance plans for recommendations to all employees.
To consider all new £rcup insurance plans subrritted to
this station;
To recommend changes in coverage or rates, as indicated,
to the Industrial Relations Officer. 92
In actuality the committee has been functioning such that
the committee chairman has been doing the majority of the
work in making contacts and assembling data on various insur-
ance policies to be considered by the committee. A number
90
'^ U.S. I:aval Ordnance Plant Indianapolis, Regulations .






of policies whic^' finally represent the hest coverage and
price are presented tc the concittee for consideration and
a recommendation as to the most desirable policy is decided
upon by the committee. Fased upon this committee decision
a recommendation is made to the Commanding Officer by the
chairman. During the committee meetin^^s a member of the
Industrial Relations Department sits in an advisory capacity.
The chairman is net a member of the Industrial Relations De-
partment.
The last meeting of the committee was in September,
1953* The occasion of meetings of the committee is the con-
sideration of a new group insurance plan whenever it is
felt that the existing plan is unsatisfactory. This is not
the sort of thing which will occ^jr in great frequency.
In addition to the above mentioned activities, there
^TS occasions where employees do consult the chairman re-
garding problems related to the fimctioning of the insurance
plan.
Discussion ; It is felt that the approach to this pro-
blem of handling insurance could be altered somewhat in
order that the committee only have the problem of consider-
ing previously prepared data. This data should logically
be prepared by the Industrial Relations Department and be
presented in complete form to the committee in the v/ay of a
previously prepared agenda in order that the members may be
fully irJ*ormed prior to meeting. The iriformation '/jould in-
clude all available policies v/ith related information as to

jj»
coverGfe and rates. It should eaanate from a division of the
Industrial Relations Department which is designated specifi-
cally to handle this problem. A logical division to perform
this function is the Employee Services Division. An individual
of s^afficient ability should be designated to maintain up-to-
date information on the subject. This section should also
be responsible for hr.ndling the mechanics relisted to insurance.
The committee report should go to the Industrial Relations
Department which is, in effect, the delegated representative
of the Commanding Cfficer in handling such matters. Such a
program vi/ould not appear to be inconsistent v.ith NCPI 65,
Section 5» NCPI makes a general statement that,
It is recognized that employees may wish to purchase group
Insurance for hospitalization and medical care. It is not
the policy of the Navy Department to recommend any specific
Insurance policies or companies. Management, however,
should be able to provide information as to the types of
plans offered by various reliable companies and organiza-
tions. Such assistance will make it possible for employ-
ees to select the most satisfactory plans for their speci-
fic needs. 93
In effect, then, the insurance committee is the means
of employees* respresentatives obtaining the insurance cover-
a^^e aesired by the employees. However, all the work in-
volved will be aone by the Industrial Relations Department.
The amount of work will be the same in either case; however,
°^Office of Industrial Relations, Department of the
Navy, "Navy Civilian Personnel Instructions ." Instruction
65 1 Employee" Services ," /Washington, 14 October, 1953. P« 9.

:>y
it will be perfoi'med by en individual v;ho will be continuous-
ly responsible for this function. Certainly this is more
efficient than requiring another employee, the chairman,
whose priniary work activity is alien to the subject of insur-
ance, to spend time collecting and preparint^ Information.
F^JTthermore
,
since the couniittee activity is infrequent it
could be operated on an ad hoc basis.
Food Services Board
Description ; The Fcod Services Board is composed of
seven aembers
,
one of v/hoa is the chairman. The Head of the
Industrial Relations Department is Ex-Officio member and is
responsible to the Ccmraandin^ Cfficer for coordination of
the Board's activities with other operations of the plant. -^^
The Board is set up in accordance v/ith NCPI 65 which per-
tains to employee services. The function of the Board is
as follows:
The food services board is responsible for developing,
recomiLending , and executing plans for operation of the
food service, subject to review by the head of the activ-
ity. The board may operate its fcod service either
through employement of a manager or by entering into an
agreement with a concessionaire. 95
The Board at KCPI has chosen to operate its food services
under a concessionaire, the present concessionaire having
been there for thirteen yearr . As the Board operates, it
meets once a month to consider current problems. There is,
9^r'CPI Regulations, C£. cit .
.
p. 5^'*
9>Illa. 93, p. 6.

L^.\J
at tines, ccnsideratle work involved in its operr^tioi*. nnd
CiS it new stands, the responsibility for the bulk oT this
work falls on the chairman. Ke must either do it himself or
delegate it to various members. Since the food services '^re
operated under a concessionaire, most of the contact bet.veen
the concessionaire and the board is via the chaii-raan. /»
recent problem which occurred was the renegotiation cf-the
contract which, among other things, involved a complete
inventory.
Discussion ; The question of the woi'k involved is the
main problem pertaining tc this committee. It v/culd appeL;r
advisable to assign as much work as possible to a staff
group, which would logically be the Employee Services Divis-
ion of the Industrial Relations Department. The situation
in this case is similar to that of the Insurance Committee.
Under the present system the committees have operated suc-
cessfully apparently because of good selection of chairmen.
However, the individuals involved have primary duties with-
in the plant which are not concerned with employee services.
These primary duties are the basis of the Job description
which in turn determines the rating of the individual. All
this other work is just so much extra-curricular activity.
Consequently, it would be more equitable for as much work





At NOFI the comiiittee on awards is organized to admin-
ister the Navy Awards and Incentives Program as outlined in
NCPI 20. The committee is divided into six panels.
Beneficial Suppestion Panel : This panel is composed of
the following voting membership:
Three members, including the chairman from Industrial
Department
One member from Quality Department
One member from Supply and Fiscal Department
One member from Public Works Department
One member from Engineering Department
In addition there is one non-voting member from the Industrial
Relations Department who functions as Recorder.
The committee functions so that the bulk of the work is
performed by the Industrial Relations Department. The entire
processing for each suggestion, arranging for investigations,
and assembling of data is dene by the Industrial Relations
Department. However, before each suggestion is presented to
the fall committee, a member makes personal contact with the
originator of the suggestion armed with the comments by the
investigators, and makes sure that there is no misunder-
standing in the wording or concept of the suggestion. The
member then reports to the committee at the next meeting on
the results of his contact. He may recommend additional
investigation or consideration of the suggestion in its cur-
rent status. Each member is assigned these personal contacts

k2
within the area which encompasses his normal work situation.
Meetings of the committee are held each Tuesday morning
and all pending suggestions are considered. Minutes are
kept of each meeting and the current status of each sug-
gestion is shown therein. Suggestions are divided into four
categories; accepted, rejected, newly assigned and contin-
ued. Those continued are further subdivided into those re-
quiring further investigation, those reassigned to another
member for investigation, and those which will be sent to
additional persons other than committee members for further
Investigation. The suggestions classified as newly assigned
are those which are assigned to members for initial contact
with the suggestor. This is a recent innovation and is de-
signed, to foster interest in the program by personal contact
between the committee and suggestors.
In all cases of acceptance of suggestions, awards are
made with appropriate ceremony, either in the cafeteria or
the individual's department. Photographs of the presentation
are published in the station newspaper. In the case of re-
jections, the individuals are advised of the reasons by a
personal letter from the Recorder.
Superior Accomplishment Awards Panel ; The purpose of
this panel is to determine the eligibility of recommended
employees for superior accomplishment step Increases as
described in NCPI 20, Section 9. The last meeting of this
panel was in January, 1954 » ^t which three individuals

4;'
were considered and approved for awards.
Distinguished and Meritorious Civilian Service Awards
Panel : The purpose of this panel is to consider recommend-
ed individuals for Distinguished Civilian Service Awards and
Meritorious Civilian Service Awards in accordance with Sec-
tion 10 of NCPI 20. Since the Distinguished Civilian Service
Awards is awarded by the Office of Industrial Relations in
the Department of the Navy, approval by this committee forms
the basis of recommendation of the individual by NGPI. The
Meritorious Civilian Service Award is bestowed by NOPI and
therefore the committee may select individuals for this
award. The last meeting of this panel was April, 1953. ^nd
one Meritorious Civilian Service Award was given.
Efficiency Awards Panel ; This panel investigates the
merit of recommendations of individuals or groups for Efficien-
cy Awards in accordance with Section 3 of NCPI 20. The last
meeting was January, 1954 » wherein one recommendation was
considered but not approved for further recommendation to
the Navy Efficiency Awards Committee. The Navy Efficiency
Awards Cozimittee is located in the Office of Industrial
Relations.
The membership of the three aforementioned panels is
the sa;ne , being presently composed of five members as follows:
Head Industrial Departiuent
Head Engineering Department
Head Research and Test Department

Head Industrial Relations Department
Patent Counsel
Safety Awards Panel ; This panel is composed of one
member, the Safety Director. The duties involve determining
eligibility for various safety awards based upon records in
the Safety Office. The awards are made upon fulfillment of
requirements set forth in Section 12 of NCPI 20. The selec-
tion for awards is purely an administrative function, which
may be adequately handled by the Safety Division as , in
actuality, it is now being done.
Length of Service Panel ; The selection for these awards,
also, is purely an administrative function and is handled
by one individual in the Industrial Relations Department who
is the single panel member. The length of service awards
are awarded in accordance with Section 11 of NCPI 20.
Discussion ; Since the Efficiency Awards, Superior Ac-
complishment Awards, and Distinguished and Meritorious Civ-
ilian Service Awards Panels have the same membership, and
since each considers the same types of awards, it is recom-
mended that all be combined into one group. This type of
activity is logical for committee use, as in making a de-
cision for these awards, the collective and balanced judge-
ment of competent individuals is certainly desirable.
Nevertheless, the panels have not been very active, however,
this is not the fault of the panels since their Job is to
deliberate upon previously prepared recommendations. The
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total considerations by all three panels within the last
year has numbered five, of which four were approved. By
contrast, the Beneficial Suggestion Panel processed three
hundred eighty suggestions last year, of which one hundred
ten resulted in awards. There is no common meeting or mem-
bership between the Beneficial Suggestion Panel and these
other panels. It is recommended, therefore, that the two
types of programs should not be maintained as part of the
same committee, but rather that each program should stand
on its own merit. Consequently, there should be a separate
Beneficial Suggestion Committee.
Since the functions of the Safety Awards and Length of
Service Awards Panels are purely administrative functions,
and the individual performing each of these functions is the
single panel member, it would be reasonable to abolish the
panels, as there is really no committee action involved.
Thus, the function of the Awards Committee would be the
consideration for Efficiency Av/ards , Superior Accomplishment




There are at NOPI various committees which were set up
to handle problems of a technical nature. The committees
came into existence in 194^ after the plant changed from
civilian control to Navy control. At that time the mission
of the plant shifted from the manufacture of Norden bomb-
sights to the design and pilot manufacture of experimental
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fire control equipment. As a result of the new type of
workload, many new problems arose for which answers were
not readily available. In an effort to solve these problems
committees were organized to combine the collective judge-
ment and experience of individuals from various divisions
and departments throughout the plant.
Electrical Connector Committee ; "The committee was or-
ganized to provide qualified technical assistance to any
96
station personnel regarding electrical connector problems.
The membership is composed of three members and a chairman
from the Engineering Department, and one member from^the
Research and Test Department. The duties and responsibilities
of the committee are set forth as follows:
The committee is charged with the responsibility of obtain-
ing and correlating for station use all electrical con-
nector information. This information must necessarily in-
clude current development work being performed by com-
mercial companies eind government activities. The committee
is obligated to represent this station at any conferences
in other activities regarding electrical connectors or in
taking action at the request of another activity. 97
Four formal meetings were held within the last year, the
last meeting being on March 2, 1954» The formal minutes are
sent to the Head of Engineering with copies to other groups
concerned. Any final action made regarding a problem con-
sidered by the committee are made by the supervisor of the
group requesting the inf-ormation, using the committee recom-




mendation as a guide. The type of problems now handled by
the committee are these which require a decision as to a
course of action with the work being assigned to the ap-
propriate division represented on the committee. The prep-
aration of a specification is an example of such work.
Ball Bearing Committee ; The Ball Bearing Committee was
set up with' the purpose of acting "in an advisory capacity
as the authority on all matters pertaining to bearing pro-
98blems." The duties and responsibilities are:
(a) Recommend to the Engineering Department proper bear-
ing specifications for use in fire control equipment.
(b; Recommend to the Quality and Production Departments
proper processing for bearings and advise on preparation
of standards for plant use.
(c) Advise as to the design and procurement or manufacture
of bearing testing devices.
(d) Advise on procedures for and supervise the conducting
of necessary tests on bearings.
(e) Cognizance of all bearing test or development pro-
jects.
(f) Closely follow bearing developments by contact with
leading bearing manufacturers and Government agencies.
(g) Represent this station at any conference in other ac-
tivities relative to bearings. 99
The membership consists of the chairman and two members
from the Engineering Department, one member from the Research
and Test Department, one member from the Quality Department,
and one member from the Industrial Department. The last
meeting of the committee was in January, 1954 » three meetings
having been held within the last year.
98




At the time of Its Inception there was much work for
this group in setting- up standards for acceptance and
handling of bearings. The committee recommendations were
responsible for setting up inspection and acceptance criteria,
and controlled handling conditions for bearings.
Gear Committee ; The purpose of the Gear Committee is
"to correlate the various aspects of the design, production,
and inspection of gears. "^^^ The duties and responsibilities
are to
serve as an advisory board which considers problems arising
in connection with gearing. It decides questions arising
as to applicability of existing standards and advises on
the preparation and revision of such standards for gears.
It makes recommendations as to the procurement of gear
testing devices, and methods of test. 101
The membership is composed as follows:
Chairman from Engineering Department
One member from Engineering Department
One Member from LJachining Division
One Member from Tooling Division
One Member from Methods Division
One Member from Testing Division
One Member from Inspection Division
This is a very active committee, however, it is difficult
to disassociate committee activity from the normal work
relationships of the members. The chairman handles all of





the production engineering- related to gears and is intimate-
ly concerned with the problems on a daily basis. The other
members are either division heads or assistants in the other
departments which are concerned with manufacture, test, or
tooling related to gears. Apparently, as a result of the
committee association, a very cooperative relationship
exists between all the divisions concerned, and there is
consultation before any major decisions are made relating
to gears. Full committee meetings are held approximately
every sixty days , but informal meetings are held once a
week with an average attendance of three to five members,
depending upon the extent of the problem. Minutes of meet-
ings are sent to the Head of Engineering, The follow up on
recommended action is done by the chairman since his normal
Job is concerned with gearing.
Shock and Vibration Committee ; This committee was de-
signed to "coordinate the activities of the station in the
field of shock and vibration. "^^^ The duties and responsibil-
ities of the committee are very impressive and are as fol-
lows :
(a) Investigate and determine the nature and extent of
problems at this station which are essentially in the
field of shock and vibration.
(b) Submit recommendations as to general processes and
procedures for handling these problems.
(c) Direct or coordinate, through existing channels, such
102NOPI Regulations, o^. cit. . p. 66.
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work on shock find vibration problems as found desirable.
(d) Collect, maintain, and disseminate, through the
services of station library, adequate and pertinent
literature, references, and specifications on the subject.
(e) Direct the maintenance of a catalog of all existing
shock and vibration equipment and coordinate the procure-
ment of all additional equipment.
(f) Provide consulting services to station personnel and
recommend the application of general principles and
methods suitable for use in the solution of specific prob-
lems.
(g) Follow development in the field by contact with in-
dustrial representatives and attendance at conferences
on the subject. 103
The membership is composed of
Chairman from Engineering Department
Member from Research and Test Department
liember from Engineering Department
Member from Quality Department
Member from Industrial Department.
Department sub-committees were also authorized as considered
necessary by the committee and/or the department.
Inspection of the minutes indicated that a sincere ef-
fort had been made to perform these many functions. The only
real accomplishment was the committee recommendation which
resulted in all shock and vibration testing equipment being
concentrated in one place, wheras it had previously been
scattered throughout the plant under various departments.




functions still exist, but they are belnf performed by
qualified personnel In the engineering department.
Lubrication Comjnlttee ; The purpose of this committee
is to "act in an advisory capacity as the authority on
matters pertaining to lubrication of Aircraft Fire Control
Equipment. "^^^
The membership consists of a chairnan and two members
from the Research and Test Department, and three members
from the Engineering Department.
The duties and responsibilities are:
itL Recommend to the Engineering Department proper lubri-cants for use in aircraft fire control equipment.
(b) Recommend additions to and replacements for currently
used lubricants as may be warranted by future lubricant
devIlo^Sent
^^^ ^^ ^^^ ^^ required by future Instrument
(c) Standardize lubricants by striving to reduce the manytypes in use to the minimum required for adequate lubric-
ation over the wide range of speeds, torques, temperatures,
etc., encountered in service.
(d) Establish procedure for and supervise the conducting
of tests of lubricants.
(e) Closely follow lubrication development bv contact withleading lubricant manufacturers and Government agencies. I05
The committee has not met since March 4, 1953. The pri-
mary difficulties experiences in the use of the committee
were;
(1) The members were not always unbiased in their ap-




proach to the subject, that Is departmental viewpoints
existed in committee.
(2) There was no specific department head to whom the
committee made its recommendations, as recommendations were
circulated to all represented departments.
Discussion : One of the bi^- problems in relation to
committees of this type is that of a final decision based on
committee recommendations. In all the committees there are
at least two departments represented and when a recommended
course of action has been decided on by the committee, no
individual makes a decision which is binding upon all depart-
ments concerned. It has been the practice to send copies of
the minutes to all these departments, however, a committee
recommendation which was not acceptable to a department head
could be simply ignored. In some instances, this resulted
in the committee considering the same problems on subsequent
meetings. This problem has been alleviated by the fact that
the present members are allowed to commit their divisions and
in some cases their departments to a course of action.
The matter of follow up with these committees had been
very poor in the past, as the two way communication between
the department heads and the committee was weak. Oftentimes
the committee was not informed as to the feelings of the
top executives regarding the recommendations. This was very
critical since these committees, at the outset, were attempt-
ing to operate in an interdepartmental manner and, particular-
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ly in the case of the Shock and Vibration Committee, do a
sizeable quantity of work. Such work should never have been
assigned to the committees, but rather, emphasis should have
been put on developing the necessary organizational group to
handle the work and develope standards of performance. If
a problem existed in coordinating the output of this group
with other departments or divisions, then a committee could
have been used for aiding the responsible and accountable
unit to determine deficiencies in its output and make re-
quired correction. The Gear Committee is operating in this
manner, and to a lesser degree, the Electrical Connector and
Ball Bearing Committees. The duties and responsibilities of
these three Committees should be reevaluated and restated
accordingly, after first investigating the possibility of
achieving the desired result by occasional informal meetings,
particularly where committee meetings become infrequent.
Since the Shock and Vibration Committee and the Lubrication
Committee have not met in such a long period of time, it is
recommended that they be abolished.
Safety Committees
Two Safety Committees are listed at NOPI, the Safety
Policy Committee and Safety Inspection Committee :-'-'^^
Safety Policy Committee : NOPI Regulations provide that
NCPI Instruction 5420.2, Roster of Boards and Com-




the Safety Policy Ccininittee have a membership as follows;
Executive Officer




Head, Public /liorks Department
Supply and Fiscal Officer
Safety Engineer - Recorder
There is no Safety Officer assigned at NOPI. His normal
functions are now being performed by the Safety Director.
The purpose of this committee is "to serve in bringing
safety problems to the attention of management officials and
to assist the Commanding Officer in formulating policies for
the Safety Program." The duties and responsibilities are
outlined in NCPI Regulations as,
1. Review the reports submitted by the Safety Inspection
Committee.
2. Review and consider all accident prevention suggestions,
complaints and/or recommendations from all sources.
3. Investigate all serious accidents which may require a
formal report or official investigation.
4. Consider safety subjects of an educational nature with
view to plant wide promulgation.
5. Consider safety measures, rules, regulations and ef-
fectiveness of the Plant Safety Program.
107
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6. Consider expenditures necessary to effect measures in
carrying out the program to prevent accidents -
and
7. To consolidate all information gained from above list-
ed actions into recommendations of policy or official re-
ports as appropriate for submission to the Commanding Of-
ficer.
8. The Safety Policy Committee will meet on the third
Thursday of each month at a time to be published by the
Chairman. 109
This committee has not met in approximately one year.
Safety Inspection Committee: The only presently active
safety committee is the Safety Inspection Committee. NOPI
Regulations provide that the membership be composed of:
Safety Officer - Chairman
Uedical Officer
Head - Production Division
Head - Public Works Shop Division
Fire Chief
Head- Stores Section, Supply and Fiscal Department
Safety Engineer - Recorder
Since there is no Safety Officer assigned, the Safety Direc-
tor is functioning as chairman of the committee. The pur-
pose of the committee as outlined in NOPI Regulations is:
To assist the Safety Officer by making periodic monthly
inspections of the plant for the purpose of finding and
correcting unsafe conditions and/or unsafe work prac-
tices, and to recommend to the Safety Policy Committee
all matters affecting station policy and/or requiring
109 Ibid.
^^^NCPI Regulations, 0£. £it . , p. 67.
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excessive expenditure of station funds.
The duties and responsibilities are:
1. Make a thorough inspection of the station on the second
Thursday of each month to observe and brin^ safety prob-
lems to the attention of the Safety Policy Committee; to
increase safety interest at the worker level and to fol-
low up on previously recommended changes for the elimina-
tion of hazards and promotion of safety.
2. The Safety Inspection Committee will meet immediately
following the inspection tour to assemble and edit the
results of their inspection, which will be submitted to
-.^^
the Safety Policy Committee at their next regular meeting.
At present the committee meets regularly each month and an
inspection is conducted by the group. However, the plant is
divided into five areas, one of which is inspected each
month. Under these circumstances, each area comes under
scrutiny of the inspection committee once in five months.
Upon completion of the inspection, a meeting is held during
which the comparison of notes forms the basis of the prep-
aration of minutes. The minutes are prepared in the form
of a recommendation to the Commanding Officer outlining
those deficiencies which should be corrected. Copies are
sent to all department heads. Follow up on these reports
by top management in the plant appears to be very prompt
and effective. In addition there is a follow up by the
Safety Department in the form of a visual check of each de- •
ficiency to insure correction.
Discussion : The use of safety committees at NOPI is




ment regarding safety committees, "Three Safety Committees,
regardless of size of an activity, are vital to the success
of an accident prevention program." ^




However, it is not felt that this inflexible attitude toward
safety committees is entirely appropriate. On the subject
of safety organization, Blake writes,
A definite program should be developed to interest and ed-
ucate all employees in safety and to secure their active
cooperation in the effort to eliminate accidents. Such a
program must be based on the full assumption of its re-
sponsibilities by the management. The program must supply
leadership and executive drive. Safety must be included
in all phases of planning, purchasing, supervision, and
operation. Once these fundamentals are imderstood by man-
agement, and it fully assumes the responsibilities that
are involved, the appropriate type of organization can be
evolved. But it is well to remember that whatever form
the organization takes, it will function effectively only
if it is backed by executive interest and drive. Proof
of this is furnished by the fact that each type of safety
organization is to be found among firms that have attain-
ed and continue to maintain a standard of first-rate per-
formance in eliminating accidents. 114
Blake mentions use of safety committees as one of three types
of organizations. Thus, it may be seen that there is no
•^ Navy Civilian Personnel Instructions . "Instruction
190 - Safety," 23 July, 1952, p."3^
^1". 0. Armstrong, "Safety Organization," Industrial
Safety




single type of safety organization, committee or otherwise,
which is necessr;rily best in all situations. The ultimate
proof of the safety program at NOPI would be in the safety
record, which appears to be good. Injury frequency and
severity rates for NOPI are included in Appendix B. The
rates for 1952 compare favorably with the average of the
rates for the manufacture of instruments and related products
which is most comparable to the work at NCri. The figures
listed for the industry as a whole for the year 1952 show a
frequency rate of 7»3 £^nd a severity rate of 0.5, whereas
NOPI for that year lists a frequency rate of .67 and a severi'
ty rate of .002. The severity rate for 1953 was somewhat
higher due to one hernia case.
The lack of safety committees stems primarily from the
feeling of the Safety Director that the committees on the
shop level do not include enough individuals in active par-
ticipation. Therefore, in lieu of this, a system of work-
ing through the first line supervisors is felt to be more
effective for promoting safety. If the desired result,
safest operations, can be achieved without committees, then
there is certainly no necessity for having them. Committees
are the means toward a goal - they should not be confused
with the goal itself. Consequently, since Shop Safety Com-
mittees or Supervisors Safety Committees do not now exist,
^Bureau of Labor Statistics, Monthly Labor Review
"Work Injuries in the United States, 1932", Washington,
January, 1954, Vol. 77, No. 1. p. 32.
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the formation of such committees would be of questicnsble
value.
It has been previously pointed cut that the Safety
Policy Committee has not met in approximately a year. There-
fore, this committee should be eliminated from the organiza-
tion. The Safety Inspection Committee, as has been pointed
out, only inspects each area of the plant once every five
months. Inasmuch as accident sources cannot wait five
months to be corrected, the inspection value of this com-
mittee is dubious. Its main value appears to be in lettin^
shop personnel know that management is interested in safety.
The membership from the groups having shops is composed of
individuals who are next in line to the department head. It
also has the value of maintaining interest of this group in
safety problems. Since the managers at this level are small
in number, the committee can have almost complete repre-
sentation.
Performance Appraisal Committees
Performance Rating. Board ; This committee is set up in
conformance with NCFI I30, Section 3» 21s part of the perform-
ance appraisal and rating system. The duties and responsi-
bilities are,
Review performance ratings to assure that the requirement
of instructions were properly and uniformly applied. This
includes making certain that each rating of "outstanding"
is deserved and is a true, factual report; that all aspects
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of performance not only exceeded normal requirements but
were outstanding and deserved special commendation, as
required by law; and that each "imsatisfactory" rating is
an accurate evaluation of performance and was prepared
after the 90 day warning required by law was properly
given. In the case of "satisfactory" ratings, only such
review need be given as the Board deems necessary.
Approving performance, ratings.
Changing performance ratings, without resort to formal
appeal procedure when in the interest of good administra-
tion.
Upon written request of the employee, provide an impartial
review of his performance rating. il6
This committee is divided into two groups: the. Special
Performance Rating Board (GS 11 and above, and all Group IVa
employees) and Performance Rating Board (Below CS 10 and all
groups II and III employees). The Head of Industrial Rela-
tions Department is the chairman; the Recorder is also from
the Industrial Relations Department. The Industrial Rela-
tions Department performs all staff work for the committee,
handling prior assembly of data and carrying out any work
required by the committee. Meetings are a yearly occurance,
subsequent to the rating of personnel.
Statutory Board of Review ( Per Diem ) : The purpose of
this board is to,
Function under the direction of the chairman to adjudicate
appeals, orally or in writing on the merits of the appe-
late 's demonstrated work performance. It is the responsi-
bility of both the Employee Member and the tianagement Kern-
ber, as well as the chairman, to adjudicate each appeal
fairly, impartially, and entirely on its merits. 11?
The employee member is elected by the employees and the
NOPI Regulations, o^, cit . . p. ^1.
^^^Office of Industrial Relations, Department of the Navy,




management member is appointed by the Commanding Officer.
The chairman is a member of the Regional Staff of the Civil
Service Commission and is appointed by the Regional Director.
The committee is set up so that all staff work would be per-
formed by the Industrial Relations Department. However,
this committee has never functioned, as no appeals have been
submitted to it.
Statutory Board of Review (Per Annum ) : This board is
identical to the Statutory Board of Review (Per Diem) except
that it handles appeals for Per Annum employees. No meetings
have been held as no appeals have been submitted.
Discussion : These three committees are a desirable way
to perform the functions outlined for them. However, they
are tied in very closely with the merit rating system, and
the merit ratings are performed only once a year throughout
the entire plant. Consequently, there will only be a meet-
ing of the committees required during a short period each
•year. Thus, since meetings are so infrequent, it is recom-
mended that these three committees be organized anew each
year on an ad_ hoc basis and then disbanded when the work is
completed. Furthermore, since the employee members of the
Statutory Boards of Review are elected, employees will have




The use of committees as a device to aid the training
director is recognized by Planty, tlcCord , and Efferson when
they write, "The training director sho^ild not try to create
or sell his product alone. He should allow committees to
118
help". They make reference to planning committees specific-
cally, as follows.
Planning committees are fairly common in industrial train-
ing, iihere no permanent conimittees exist, most training
men call special committees or groups to help plan any con-
templated course. The service rendered by these planners
varies from mere review of plans prepared by the training
department, followed by a few suggestions for improvement
to almost complete authority for formulating the program. 1^9
At present there are two committees at NOPI which
function in the field of training.
The Apprentice Board of Review; '.Vhen first organized,
this group was called the Apprentice Training- Committee and
was responsible for assisting in the organization of the
Apprentice Training Program. Its membership is now composed
of the following individuals.
Executive Officer, Chairman
Senior Training Supervisor, Recorder
Apprentice Supervisor
Head, Machining Division
^ E. G. Planty, W. S. UcCord, C. A. Efferson, Training







Head , Public V/orks Departnient
Assistant Chief Engineer
The mesibership is designated so that all senior super-
visors who come in contact with the apprentice are either
members of the board or are represented by a subordinate.
The duties of the board are,
To cooperate with the supervisor of apprentices in passing
on the qualifications of applicants for apprenticeship;
To approve applicants as apprentices;
To cooperate with the supervisor of apprentices in carry-
ing out his responsibilities;
To review and make recommendations relative to any deter-
mination of credit in connection with an apprentice's
basic experience;
To consult and advise with any apprentice or the supervisor
relative to the individual problems of apprentices proper-
ly referred to them;
To certify the satisfactory completion of apprenticeship
and recommend the issue of certificates of completion of
apprenticeship by the registration agency;
To perform such other functions as may be necessary in
regard to the apprenticeship program. 120
There are no scheduled meetings of the board, as meet-
ings are called when the need arises. There have been four
meetings held within the last year. The apprentice program
is well organized and running smoothly now so that the ma-
jority of the activity of the board is concerned with selec-
tion, promotion, and dismissal of apprentices. The board
also authorizes changes in the academic or shop program.




by the Recorder who Is the Senior Training Supervisor. He
also handles all work pertaining to the initiation of action.
Followup is automatic since the program is primarily invol-
ved with individuals who are directly aware of changes as
the majority of the members have :ipprentices under their
supervision. Minutes are kept by the Recorder and sent to
members. The .last meeting of the board was on November 30,
1953.
A meeting of the board is currently scheduled in the
near future, as a new group of apprentices will be entering
the program.
Professional Developement Committee : The purpose of
this committee is "to establish a program leading to advanc-
ed degrees for qualified employees in accordance with
NCPI"? There are five members as follows:
Chairman - Research and Test Department
One member from Research and Test Department
Two members from Engineering Department
Senior Training Supervisor
The duties of the committee as outlined in NOPI Regula-
tions are
,
To make necessary arrangements with a university to co-
operate in this program. In conjunction with the sponsor-
ing university to outline the appropriate course and train-
ing program to be coordinated with work assignments on this
station. To select qualified personnel for participation
121
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in this training program. ^22
The activity of this committee has been restricted to
a program with Purdue University, the successful completion
of which leads to the Master of Science degree. The pro-
gram was set up primarily through the efforts of the com-
mittee members, the largest share of the work being done by
the chairman. The Training Division has been performing the
routine matters concerned with the program. Since July 1,
1953 I there has been five meetings of the committee to dis-
cuss policy matters. The last meeting was held on February
3, 1954' The majority of the problems relating to this
committee pertain to course content, finances, and partici-
pating personnel. In the way the program is presently op-
erating, the chairman of the committee is the key figure, as
he handles most of the contacts between NOPI and Purdue
University. As a result of this program it is anticipated
that there will be twenty candidates for Masters degrees
next year.
Discussion ; The two committees described above fall
into a category similar to that of the planning conmiittees
previously referred to. Committees of this type are organ-
ized to aid in setting up a particular training program.
When the program is running smoothly and has become fairly
routine, the committee has served its usefulness. In the




program sta^e has been completed and the program is fairly
routine, the main need for the board being problems of ac-
ceptance, promotion, and discharge. If the criteria for
each of these actions can be standardized, there is hardly
need for group action. Perhaps in some cases consultation
may be required, however, this could be handled in an in-
formal manner by cognizant individuals. If these matters
presently Justifying the board cannot be standardized or
made routine, it is recommended that the duties be redefined,
as items 3 ^^^d 7 sire rather ambiguous and do not clearly
define the board's duties. The Professional Development
Committee, as has been noted, is controlling the profession-
al developement program, itony of the functions performed
by the committee are truly functions of the Training: Division,
The most desirable arrangement, in terms of the criteria
developed herein, would be for the Training Division to do
as much of the work Involved as it is capable of handling.
However, the program was Instituted primarily through the
efforts of the committee and thus the working relationship




As has been previously noted In the developement of the
criteria, many of the advantages to be derived from the use
of committees are not restricted entirely to accomplishment
by this manner alone. However, there are some functions for
which Naval inaustrial establishments, by virtue of certain
broad policies, are obliged to use committees. These are
illustrated by the Statutory Boards of Review, the NOPI
Employees Insurance Committee, and the Food Services Board.
Although provision for these are made in NCf I , it is not
inferred that all use of committees outlined in NCFI is uni-
versally applicable. In one case, that of safety committees,
exception has been taken. Other uses of committees at NCPI
generally apply to all Naval industrial activites and may be
used when deemed advisable, in lieu of other means, to ac-
complish desired results. Committees such as the Counsel
and Policy Committee, the Operations Committee, various train-
ing committees, and others fall in this category.
Based upon the criteria developed herein, certain weak-
nesses were detected as follows;
1. Some committees do not function frequently enough
to warrant their use as a standing committee.
2. Some committees have been assigned the task of per-
forming work or gathering data which should be assigned to
an appropriate element of the existing organization.
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3. In some instances it has been necessary for cl.air-
men to perform work relating to compilation of data required
for committee consideration. This work should have been per-
formed by a staff group.
4. Committees which have not been functioning have not
been dissolved because the chairmen have not taken the initia-
tive in doing so.
5. In the case of the Technical Committees there is a
lack of clear definition as to whom the committee is responsi-
ble.
6. In some instances there should be a redefinition
of duties.
7. In one instance, that of safety committees, the
NCFI calls for formation of committees which are not necess-
arily applicable to all organizations.
8. The Awards Committee should be reorganized.
9. In setting up each committee a systematic procedure





It Is recommended that the weaknesses noted in the
conclusions be corrected in order to increase the utility
of committees and insure that they fit into the organiza-
tion in a supplementary manner only. It is recommended
that such action be effected in the following manner:
1, Pertaining to conclusion 1, that some committees
do not function frequently enough to warrant their use as
a standing committee, it is proposed that the below listed
committees function only as ad_ hoc committees;
The Performance Board of Review
The Statutory Boards of Review
The NOPI Employees Insurance Committee
2. Regarding conclusion 2, that some committees have
been assigned work and fact gathering functions, it is pro-
posed that the following action be taken:
a. That as much of the work as possible being done
by the Professional Development Committee be performed by
the Training Division. Caution should be exercised, however,
that the existing lines of communication between the sponsor-
ing university and NOPI not be hampered.
b. That any work or data gathering assigned to the
Technical Committees be assigned to the appropriate engineer-
ing division and that these committees be used only wh^jre
necessary, in the absence of a better way, to insure co-
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ordination between this source of technical informs ticn and
other departments or divisions.
3. In situations where it has been necessary, as noted
in conclusion 3i ^cr the chairman to perform work, it is
proposed that the followinp action be taken:
a. That the Employee Services Division of the Industrial
Relations Department be required to keep up to date records
of available insurance coverage which may be presented for
consideration by the Insurance Committee, as required. The
Head of the Employee Services Division could serve as re-
corder on the committee and thus be able to advise the com-
mittee and also perform any work required.
b. That the Employee Services Division of the Industri-
al Relations Department perform as much work for the Food
Services Board as is feasible under the broad policy pertain-
ing to this operation.
4. Regarding conclusion 4f namely, that committees
which are not functioning have not been dissolved, it is rec-
ommended that the Lubrication Committee, the Shock and
Vibration Committee, and the Safety Policy Committee be dis-
solved.
5. '.Vith reference to conclusion 5» namely, lack of
definition as to whom the Technical Committees are responsible,
it is recommended that one individual be designated who is




6. As to the need for redefinition of duties mention-
ed in conclusion 6, the following is proposed:
a. That duties 3 sind 7» outlined on page 63 i be
eliminated from the duties of the Apprentice Board of Re-
view, as they are too ambig-uous. The committee's duties
should be clearly defined.
b. That the duties of the Professional Developement
Committee be redefined consistent with any transfer of
duties to the Training Division.
c. That the duties of the Technical Committees be re-
viewed to eliminate those related to performing any work or
collection of data.
d. That the duties of the Safety Inspection Committee
be redefined to be consistent with the functions it performs.
7. Regarding safety committees, it is recommended that
the NCPI be changed to recognize these cormnittees as only
one of several methods of enhancing a safety program, rather
than being "vital to the success of any accident prevention
program. "123
8. Regarding reorganization of the Committee on Awards
mentioned in conclusion 3, it is proposed that the following
action be taken:
a. Maintain a separate Beneficial Suggestion Committee.






c. Restrict the Committee on Awards to ccnsideraticn
of Efficiency Awards, Distinguished and Meritorious Civilian
Service Awards, and Superior Accomplishment Awards.
9. Pertaininf to conclusion 9» it is recommended that
a question list of considerations be used as an aid in setting
up more effective committee organization. A suggested ques-
tion list follows:
A Question List of Considerations for Committee Organization
Basic Principles:
The committee should satisfy a definite need.
The committee should be the best method to satisfy the
need.
1, Vihat is the need for the Committee?
A. Favorable
(1) To provide integration or balance in Judgement?
(2) To Insure cooperation?
(3) To facilitate coordination?
(i|.) To provide education or instruction?
B. Unfavorable
(1) To compensate for organizational deficiency?
(2) To gather data or facts?
(3) To perform work?
(i4.) To perform executive function?
(5) To handle a distasteful problem?
2. What are other methods to satisfy need?




B. By assignment to nn existing organizational group?
(1) Relative speed?
' (2) Relative effectiveness?
2. Is standing committee justified?
A. Is need of a continuous nature?
B, Is need of a recurring nature?
(1) How frequently?
4* To whom will the Committee report?
A. Will this be one accountable Individual?
B. Will this Individual be In a position to make decisions
binding on all parties concerned?
5. 'What follow-up will exist between individual and com-
mittee after report?
A. Will individual's decision be communicated to com-
mittee with full explanations?
(1) Will this be prior to Issuance to organization?
6. How will chairman be selected?
A. What is his ability as group leader?
B. Is he able to maintain impartial attitude?
7. What are requirements for membership?
A. What relationship to need area is required?
B. What specific knowledge or experience is required?




D. Does potential member have any undesirable personal-
ity characteristics which will impede committee pro-
gress?
8. What are requirements for recorder or secretary?
A. Is any particular individual more desirable by virtue
of position in organization?
9. Will any work be involved in compiling data for presenta-
tion?
A. Will Staff Assistance be assigned?
(1) vVhat is relation of this group to need area?
(2) Will this group prepare prior agenda for meetings?
10. Are duties of the committee clearly stated?
A. Are these consistent with need?
11. What size is required for committee?
A. Is any particular representation required?
(1) Is this number of proper size for effective action?
12. What provision will be made for periodic appraisal?
A. How frequently will appraisal be made?
(1) Is this frequent enough to be effeclive?
B. 'What will be covered in appraisal?
(1) Frequency of meetings?
a. v;as each meeting necessary?
(2) Accomplisliraents of committee?
a. Are these consistent with satisfaction of need?
1. Is this as effective as desired?
b. Have there been any deferred recommendations?

o1. V/hat are reasons?
(3) What are records of attendance?
a. Do all Liembers appear to be contritutingV
b. How aiany man hours Involved during period?
1. Is this justified by results?
(4) .Vill alternate methods be sought?
C. nVho will make appraisal?
(1) Will this individual be qualified tc Judge worth
of committee?
(2) Will this individual be objective in approach?
D. What will be results of appraisal?
(1) Will ineffective committees be promptly dissolved?
(2) Will _ad hoc committees be substituted for stand-
ing committees which meet infrequently?
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